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Basic Finish Touch Up Methods 
Mark Purney, RPT  
 
EVALUATE AND PREP THE DAMAGED AREA 
To be sure if the finish is lacquer or polyester, locate a finished area that is not normally visible, 
and do an acetone or sandpaper test on a very small spot. Acetone will cause lacquer to 
become tacky, but will do nothing to polyester. A fine grit sandpaper, when rubbed on the 
finish, will turn white with polyester, and turn black on a black lacquer finish.  
 
The touch-up method will be determined by the depth of the scratch or chip. If the damage 
goes below the finish, into the wood, it may be necessary to pre-color the bare wood before 
applying the fill. For polyester, the finish layer immediately surrounding the visible chip will 
have likely separated from the veneer or underlying filler and sealer coats. This "loose" 
polyester must be chipped and scraped out so that only bonded material remains before filling. 
Failure to remove the loose material will cause problems with the repair. When scraping the 
loose polyester, it is best to leave a beveled edge on the existing polyester layer, giving the 
new fill material more surface area to adhere to. 
 
 
QUICK TOUCH-UP TRICK 
I do not carry my finish repair supplies with me to service calls unless I know there will be 
finish repairs involved. I do carry Sharpie markers in various colors in my tool bag, because 
there are some unsightly scratches, chips, and worn edges on certain finishes that can be 
made to virtually disappear in a matter of seconds with a careful application of permanent 
markers, blended just the right way from lighter to darker. 
 
 
HARD BURN-IN STICK, OR SHELLAC STICK REPAIR 
Hard burn-in sticks provide a more durable repair, but the process is slightly more involved 
than softer fill methods. I prefer this method, simply because I tend to get better results, and 
after becoming more comfortable using a burn-in knife, I find it to actually be easier to level 
the fill compared to softer fill methods. 
 
Tools & Supplies: 
Wax-remover (naptha, Wax Wash, etc.) 
Background markers or toners (optional)
Burn-in Sticks 
Burn-in knife / blade 
Burn-in sealer (optional) 
Burn-in balm 

Cloth 
Sandpaper 400 / 1000 / 1500 / 2000 grit 
Steel wool 
Mohawk Blendal Sticks (optional) 
Graining pens or fine brushes & graining toners 
Pre-catalyzed lacquer for top clear coat 

 
Preparation Steps: 
 Remove any loose splinters. 
 If the wood or veneer surrounding the chip or scratch is raised from stress, tap it down 

with a plastic mallet to avoid having to level the area by sanding off more finish. 
 Pre-color bare wood with background markers or brushed-on toners. This can help 

achieve better results because some fill materials are more translucent than others. 
 Remove wax from original finish around the area to be filled. 
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Burn-in Steps: 
 Find matching burn-in stick color(s). Try to match the lightest colors of the surrounding 

finish. Melt multiple colors to the back of a piece of sandpaper for better color matching. 
 Use burn-in knife or heated iron to drip the fill material into the damaged area. Be sure 

to overfill, and avoid touching the heated knife or iron to the wood. 
 Apply burn-in balm to filled area and surrounding finish. 
 With burn-in blade always in motion, touch down just in front of the fill at an angle and 

lightly pass over the area, lifting off to end the stroke with the blade still in motion.  
Wipe material off blade on cloth after each stroke, and repeat until the fill is level. 

 If needed for final leveling, lightly sand with 400 grit, using burn-in balm as a sanding 
lubricant. 

 Remove burn-in balm and clean the area. 
 

Post-Burn-in Steps: 
 Use Blendal Sticks to further improve the color match, starting with lighter then darker. 
 Optional: Apply burn-in sealer to the fill using a brush, or a quick spray blast through a 

hole in a piece of paper or cardboard. This helps isolate the top coat from the fill 
material so the desired top coat sheen is easier to achieve 

 Use graining pens to continue any grain patterns from the unrepaired surrounding 
finish. You can also use a fine brush to apply toners for the same result. The top coat is 
likely to cause some bleeding with the graining work, which may make the final result 
darker than you intended. It is best to be too light with the graining at this stage. 

 Apply lacquer top coat to repaired area. If graining work was done, start with the 
lightest, quickest blast possible to minimize the bleeding, since each lacquer coat will 
melt through and partially dissolve previous lacquer coats and toner applications. You 
can get pre-catalyzed lacquer in various sheens, or use steel wool or polishing 
compounds if the repaired area has too glossy or dull a sheen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
MELT-IN, OR HARD WAX STICK REPAIR (MOHAWK QUICK FILL, ETC.) 
This method is less involved than burn-in, and potentially faster. The melt-in fill will be less 
durable than with hard burn-in sticks, but the advantage is that it will be more pliable and less 
prone to cracking. Determining when to use this method instead of burn-in is a matter of 
preference as you gain experience using both methods. 
 
Tools & Supplies: 
Wax-remover (naptha, Wax Wash, etc.) 
Melt-in sticks (Quick Fill, Hard Wax) 
Butane torch 
Background markers or toners (optional)
Burn-in sealer (optional) 
Plastic plane tool (optional) 

Plastic card for leveling 
Cloth 
Steel wool 
Mohawk Blendal Sticks (optional) 
Graining pens or fine brushes & graining toners 
Pre-catalyzed lacquer for top clear coat 
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Preparation Steps - Same as Preparation Steps for Burn-in Method 
 
Melt-in Steps: 
 Heat the end of the color stick with a butane torch until it is molten and appears glossy. 
 Rub the stick into area with more pressure at first, then lighter pressure, and overfill. 
 Leveling the overfill can be done a number of ways. Light passes with a plastic leveling 

plane tool is commonly used.  A razor blade can also work to remove the bulk of the 
overfill. Once the overfill is nearly level with the surrounding finish, scrape with the 
edge of a plastic card, and then burnish the fill with the flat of the card. Going too fast 
and using too much pressure can pull material out of the fill. If the leveled fill dips 
below the surrounding finish, add more fill and re-level. 

 Carefully wipe any excess fill material from the undamaged, surrounding finish. 
 
Post Melt-in Steps - Same as Post Burn-in Steps for Burn-in  Method 
 
 
A NOTE ON TONERS 
Dye based toners are translucent for subtle changes. Pigment based toners are opaque. 
 
 
POLYESTER REPAIR (SMALL CHIPS & SCRATCHES) 
 
Tools & Supplies: 
Polyester Resin 
Hardener 
Dye 
Mixing Cups and stirrers 
Acetate (transparency film) 
Tape (painters tape, packing tape) 

Metal plane 
Rectangular scraping tool 
French curve scraper 
Wet/dry sandpaper (220 to 2000) 
Small felt or felt-lined sanding block 
Polishing / buffing compounds and buffer 

 
Polyester Repair Steps: 
 Scrape out any loose polyester surrounding the damaged area. 
 Bevel the edge of the surrounding polyester layer with a rotary tool, French curve 

scraper, or other method. This helps reduce visible lines on the final repair. 
 Clean area to be filled. 
 For non-horizontal surfaces and corners, it may be necessary to tape small pieces of 

acetate to the surrounding polyester to create a dam to contain the fill while it hardens. 
 Warm the resin in a container of warm water to help it flow and eliminate bubbles. 
 Mix a few drops of dye with resin in mixing cup. The amount of resin will depend on the 

size of the fill, but you will always have extra that is wasted. For most chip fills, 4 or 5 
drops of dye is sufficient.  König Intensive Black is best for most European pianos, a 
combination of Intensive Black and Asian Black is used for most Asian pianos, and 
Steinway dye is recommended for Steinway pianos. 

 Knead the hardener tube, and apply hardener (catalyst) to a stirring stick. Refer to 
manufacturer specifications for the hardener amount, which will probably be 5% of 
resin volume. Mix the hardener very thoroughly with the dye and resin. 
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 The working time is very short, so begin filling to cover the damaged area, and overfill 
so the filled material is raised above the surrounding finish. 

 When fill is hardened, apply painters tape around the fill (leaving about 3/16” gap) so 
the rough leveling scraping and planing does not scratch surrounding areas. 

 Use metal planer and scraping tools to level the bulk of the overfill, so the filled 
material is only slightly raised.  

 When only a small amount of fill is raised, sand with 220 grit and a hard sanding block.  
 Mike Ello's book suggests removing the painters tape and applying (thinner) clear 

packing tape at this point, and continuing with 400 grit. 
 Remove all tape and continue sanding with finer grits. Ruth Zeiner's polyester class 

suggested that for each grit change, it is best to sand perpendicular to the previous grit, 
making it easier to see when the scratch lines from the previous step are completely 
removed. Continue with 1000, 1500, and then 2000 grits, using the felt-lined, softer 
side of the sanding block. With each finer grit, the sanded area will take up more and 
more area, such that the area sanded with 2000 grit will be much larger than when you 
started. In order to ensure the previous grit's scratch lines are completely eliminated, it 
is necessary to expand the sanded area slightly with each finer grit. 

 Polish the sanded area with increasingly finer polishes until a perfect gloss finish is 
achieved. For small repairs, I've achieved good results with hand-polishing using 3M 
rubbing compound and ending with fine glazing compound. For repairs on lids, outer 
rims, and other large, visible surfaces, machine buffing with a variable speed buffer 
and large buffing bonnet will provide the best results and get the job done faster. 
Menzerna compound bars or pastes are best. Machine buffing can destroy the finish if 
too much heat is generated in the same place, or by using too fast a speed. Also, 
slinging of pastes and liquid compounds can create a major problem if you are doing 
this in a client's home, so make sure to cover any surrounding areas to prevent this 
from happening. Machine buffing techniques go beyond the scope of this presentation, 
but it is important to learn these techniques on practice/scrap panels before attempting 
to buff polyester on client pianos. 

 
 
Recommended Resources: 
 
Master Guide to Piano Finish Touch Up by Mike Ello (tinyurl.com/ellobook)  
 
Allied Piano  (alliedpiano.com) for König polyester repair materials & tools 
 
Mohawk Products (mohawk-finishing.com) for lacquer, dyes, burn-in, etc. 
 
Behlen refinishing and burn-in products are available from many suppliers. 
 
Youtube. Each manufacturer has its own videos demonstrating how to do repairs. 
 
 
 
 


